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1. Introduction  
Maximizing shareholder value remain of the main goals for companies and different scholars 

studied the ways to create and maintain shareholder value. The project Analyzed shareholder 

value creation for Rightmove for period from 2017 to 2021, over this period the company 

showed strong financial position and strong business model that help company to build 

resilience and create competitive advantage. The company profitability is rising and quickly 

recovered from COVID. 

1.1 Company Background 
Rightmove PLC is number one UK property portal that provide buying, selling, renting and 

valuation services to 18,969 customers whom spent 18.3 billion minutes the platform searching 

for housing options (Rightmove, 2021). The company founded in 2000 and listed in London 

Stock Exchange in 2006 as member of FTSE250 and now it’s a FTSE100 company with market 

value of 5 billion (Rightmove,2022).  

In the beginning the company was allowing agents to list for free, in 2002 start charging for 

listing (advertising) on the platform, in 2006 it develops automated valuation model for 

properties and expanded its operations to overseas in 2015. In 2016 the company as the world’s 

most innovative company by Forbes (Rightmove,2022). 

The company strategy is to innovate to make moving home easier and more efficient through 

digitalization, over the 21 years Rightmove as the first in the market was able to create effective 

business model that protect it against competition.   

1.2 Industry Background 
Online property platforms appeared during the era of dot com where all businesses went into 

developing websites and operate online; as people were impressed more by business with 

online access. In the beginning internet newspapers were the only source of property 

information after internet real estate portals set themselves as intermediaries between the agents 
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and home-hunters, by 2020 around 97% of homebuyers rely on internet in their searching(Real 

Estate in a Digital Age, 2021) 

 Internet property agencies accepted property listing free of charge in order to attract viewers 

(hits) and generate revenue from advertisement (Rowley, 2005) later this revenue model 

change for subscription model where agents charge for listing but advertisement still the main 

source of cash. internet of real estate provided wide range of service from listing property, 

selling advertising space, helping clients navigate different housing options, valuation, price 

index, financing and most recently selling digital properties in metaverse.  

1.3 Aims and Objectives 
This project aims to study and assess Rightmove ability to create and maximize shareholder 

value from 2017 to 2021, and examine the impact if the economic moat on shareholder value 

creation. The project objectives are to: 

➢ Discuss literature related to shareholder value maximization with primary focus 

shareholder value on context of digital platform as it differs from other traditional or 

pipeline businesses. 

➢ Provide overview on industry conditions and competitions. 

➢ Assess Rightmove shareholder value financial and non-financial performance, 

dividends policy and buyback and acquisitions. 

1.4 Methodology 
To meet the aims and objectives set the project discussed literate and theories related to 

shareholder value creation and link them Rightmove PLC. The data are extracted from different 

sources using EIKON and annual reports from Rightmove and analysed quantitatively and 

qualitatively. 

The challenge faced during study is lack of literature that discussed value maximization in the 

context of digital platforms only one paper discussed the value creation within digital platforms 

and another paper examines the relevance of accounting and economic measures on 

shareholder value creation within digital platforms, and there is an absence of any paper that 

discuses or analysed property portals platforms particularly, most of available information are 

from consulting companies and press report. This paper will help to fill the gap in online portal 

value creation literature providing Rightmove as a case study. 

1.5 Project Structure  
Literature review  
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This section discussed different articles and theories related shareholder value creation and 

measurement in depth focus on digital platforms and impact of innovation on shareholder’s 

value. 

Company & industry overview  

This section provided an overview of industry and markets in addition to Rightmove PLC 

history, competition and strategy. 

Shareholder value analysis  

This part is 5 years analysis of financial and non-financial performance in order to assess 

Rightmove shareholder value and relate the result to theories to examine consistency.  

Conclusion 

This section displayed the main findings and results of the project.  

2.Literature review 

2.1 General 
For long time the ultimate goal of firms is to maximize shareholder value however now other 

stakeholders’ interests have been involved, and sometimes these interests are conflicted. 

Directors have a legal duty to maximizes shareholder value and failing to comply has major 

legal consequence on same time CSR consider as voluntary activities and therefore in case of 

conflicts between two shareholder value maximization prevail(Yan, 2019) 

Some arguing that the goal and obligation is to promote firm success which might differ from 

maximizing shareholder wealth as not all shareholders have same interest or goals (shareholder 

heterogeneity) and different share holding period (Yan, 2019) some looks for short-term gains 

associated with share appreciation while others have long term objectives not necessarily 

linked to movement in stock. Therefore, it is very challenging for managers to cope as 

maximizing profit in short-term for example by reducing R&D cost could destroy the long-

term growth(Yan, 2019). 

2.2 Measurement of shareholder value   
Maximization can be in form of capital appreciation through share price increase or by 

dividends or both(Venugopal, Ravindar Reddy M., et al., 2018). Studies confirmed that 

dividend policy had a strong relationship with shareholder value(Banerjee & Majumdar, 2020). 

As there are different forms of wealth there are also different way to measure it, moreover 
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shareholders need to measure their value in order to assess managers performance and 

investment decisions.  

Shareholder value can be measured using accounting earnings like per share (EPS), return on 

asset (ROA), return on equity (ROE) and profit before and after tax or other economic measures 

which include value added (EVA) and return on capital employed (ROCE). 

EPS: is a simple way to measure share price and value which is calculated by dividing net 

income with total shares, EPS influenced stock price, a strong EPS might increase stock market 

price however this is not always the case as the stock price is affected by other factors 

(economic, political, investors sentiment... etc) therefore higher EPS not necessarily will reflect 

on stock market price (Rashidul Islam et al., 2014). 

ROE: which shows how much company generated from the money received from 

shareholders, usually the higher is better however this should be taken with caution as ROE 

sensitive leverage while ROA: which measure the efficiency of company in utilizing its total 

assets, the higher ratio means more efficiency and more investment appreciation. ROCE which 

measures the profitability against capital.  

Traditional accounting measures rely on the reported profitability which account for cost of 

debt but ignore cost of capital and easy to manipulate by managers. Economic Value Added 

(EVA) used to avoid some of the drawbacks of the accounting measures EVA calculates 

residual income however some scholars criticised it as it requires adjustment and fails to predict 

share returns (Venugopal, Ravindar Reddy M., et al., 2018) the aim is always to increase EVA 

however if this achieved through increase in cost of capital the firm overall value will 

decrease(PANIGRAHI et al., 2014) it proven that EVA line managers decision with 

shareholder’s interest; they invest in projects that have maximum return and minimum cost of 

capital(Hamidah, 2015), below is the formula to calculate EVA. 

 

Figure 1 EVA formula (PANIGRAHI et al., 2014) 
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Based on the formula EVA underline that firms value increase if the earnings greater than cost 

of capital and vice versa. EVA usually discussed and studied with another method called MVA 

(Market Value Added) many scholars examined the relationship between the two methods, 

while EVA is accounting based MVA is market measures and many scholars argued that EVA 

is a proxy for MVA. 

MVA is founded by Stewart and define as “the excess of market value of capital (both debt and 

equity) over the book value of capital” (Ramana, 2005,p3.)  

Another different method for measuring the value called SVA (Shareholder Value Added) 

introduce by Rappaport which similar to discounted cashflow method however this one driven 

by seven value drivers (Figure 2).  

  

Figure 2 Rappaport’s seven value drivers(Rappaport, n.d.) 

It’s essential to link corporate objective with all value drivers, therefore all the factors 

(operating, investing and financing) included in order to calculate the SVA. 

SVA = NOPAT - (WACC × CAPITAL) 
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Created shareholder value (CSV) means company generate value when return exceed share 

cost which is differ from SVA (see figure 3).   

 

Figure 3 CSV formula (Largani et al., 2012) 

2.3 Ways to create shareholder value 
"Creating wealth for the shareholders requires that the firm undertake investment decisions that 

have a positive net present value (NPV)"(Hamidah, 2015). 

There are different variables that influenced value creation this include first corporate 

governance which plays big role in mitigating conflicts of interest between managers and 

shareholders (agency problem) studies found that board structure and directors independency 

impacted the firm’s value; where board occupied by independent directors and also when 

ultimate shareholder controls the majority of voting rights(Banerjee & Majumdar, 2020). 

Second capital structure which the combination of debt and equity for financing the firm  

also impacted shareholder value, although Modigiani and Miller argue that under perfect 

market conditions capital structure do not influence or determine company’s value however in 

real world an appropriate capital mix reduce the cost of capital resulting in value creation and 

higher returns (Venugopal, Bhanu Prakash Sharma G, et al., 2018). 

Third working capital management as the efficient utilization of current assets and current 

liabilities increase firm profitability, especially reduction in inventory levels and average 

collection period(Venugopal, Ravindar Reddy M., et al., 2018) digital platforms have limited 

inventory levels which increase their ability to manage working capital more efficiently.  

Forth dividends policy, the compensation the shareholder receive for their investment is can be 

price appreciation or dividends or both as dividends very important signal of company’s health 

mangers try to ensure their stability over time. Modigliani and Miller argue that dividends 

decision is irrelevant and have no impact on company’s value(DeAngelo & DeAngelo, 2006)on 

the other hand dividends can be used as a governance tool which reduce free cash available to 

managers which reduce risk of fraud or waste(Charbti, n.d.) by default sustain shareholder’s 

value. 
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Dividend polices are not always in form of cash payment; companies can decide share 

buybacks which another way for returning capital to original shareholders whom ownership 

percentage increase after buybacks. Share repurchase create value as it boosts the demand for 

company’s stock, it act as signal of undervaluation then increase share price, moreover 

buybacks are more tax efficient (Curry, 2022), other benefit for buyback is it reduces an agency 

cost and, prevent from of hostile takeovers or use to optimize financing ratio when buyback is 

financed by debt (Hyderabad, n.d.), or change capital structure through enable companies to 

increase leverage(Rappaport, 1998.) 

A recent approach considers external developments activities like mergers and acquisitions, 

joint ventures and open innovation as tool for value maximization(Miglietta et al., 2018).  

 Mergers and acquisitions (M&S) provide access to larger scale of resources and also tide the 

network especially by acquiring suppliers. Majority of researchers agree that the combined 

returns from the acquiring and target firms are overall positive however some argue that this is 

only within the short term, others believe that target gain returns following the announcement 

of the deal while the acquirer possibly incur losses or low returns because of high premium 

paid(Teti & Tului, 2020). 

Innovation provides companies with competitive advantage and cost reduction however it is 

very subjective to test or measure, Miglietta and others analysed six firms they could not prove 

the relationship between open innovation and shareholder value creation statistically but they 

still they have strong believed that open innovation strategies adopted by listed companies 

create shareholder value(Miglietta et al., 2018). 

2.4 Digital Platforms Innovation & Value creation  
Digital Platforms the backbone for a so-called sharing economy and provide peer to peer 

market that enable service exchange between individuals or businesses in areas like transport 

(car sharing/rental), home rents and freelancing(Mansour & Ghazawneh, 2017). Platforms are 

designed based on parties participating hence there are three types first C2C which connect 

consumer-to-consumer like Uber (drivers to riders) second B2C which is business-to-consumer 

(B2C) as Rightmove (real estate agents to customers) third B2B a business to business such as 

SAP. It’s common to find a combine of both B2B with B2C this combination gives wider 

access to different market segments like the case of market place (Shopify, Amazon.etc). 

Digital platforms have disrupted the traditional business model through creating innovative 

light business model that require less investment in machinery and tangible assets, and more 
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profitable, unlike traditional the inventory level in platforms is limited or not exist as a result 

their balance sheet differ(Banerjee & Majumdar, 2020). 

 Moreover, manufacturing businesses tend to create value through ownership of the products 

(act as owner) while platforms create value through activities that facilitate interaction (act as  

intermediate) rather than owning production or service line. Table below summarize the 

difference between traditional and digital business models  

 Manufacturing business Platforms 

Firm Role Producer - operate with network of 

suppliers / buyers and sellers 

Intermediary (enable 

interactions between users)  

Ownership Firm (ownership change after sale) Users 

Value creation Product features that attract and benefit 

customers 

Facilitating interaction 

Monetization  Revenue from selling (Single steam) Multi stream (Ads fees, 

membership fee, commissions  

Competition  Product development and pricing (price 

sensitive) 

Software features 

development  

Examples McDonalds’, Airbus Google, Rightmove  

Table 1 difference in business model (Zhao et al., 2020) 

Platforms transformed economy from ownership to sharing economy, a study on ride sharing 

reveal that people interested in receiving convenient ride with low cost that owning a 

car(Mansour & Ghazawneh, 2017), this transformation in users’ preference have boost the 

economic growth for digital companies only the top 15 public platform companies valued to 

$2.6 trillion of the market capitalisation worldwide(Banerjee & Majumdar, 2020), in US only 

platforms market valued at USD 10.11 billion in 2021 and anticipated to increase at a CAGR 

of 13.3% from 2022 to 2030 (Digital Experience Platform Market Report, 2022-2030, 2022). 

Clearly the power of digital platforms is their ability to create value using platform ecosystems 

this power was appreciated by investors resulting in more demand and higher returns for their 

stocks, analysis performed between 2008-2017 showed that platforms were generating average 

stock return of $435.80 mn that more than traditional model companies ($104 mn)(Banerjee & 

Majumdar, 2020).  
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However, measuring the value that platforms create is very difficult, from behavioural finance 

perspective investors tend to value digital platforms more and ignore or underreact to their 

losses leading to share price increase that not directly attributed to business activities but only 

speculation as a result some scholars criticised that accounting earnings almost irrelevant for 

determining digital firms value(Banerjee & Majumdar, 2020). In contrast other scholars found 

that accounting-based measures were better than economic measures(Banerjee & Majumdar, 

2020). 

3.Industry Background   
UK housing market is considered one of most stable and highly valued markets in the world 

According to BPF (British Property Federation) the sector contributes by 7% to the GDP the 

majority of properties are private homes. House prices increased 12.6% year over year as per 

Nationwide House Price Index (Yahoo, 2022). 

The graph below shows the ups and down in real estate during history, and according to a report 

from EY regardless the hard economic conditions and interest rising the housing prices 

expected to keep rising through 2023 and 2024 and real estate market will grow (Ball, 2022). 

 

Figure 4 Source National office for statistics. 

The government support schemes during COVID like stamp duty land tax and help to buy 

(equity loan) limits the negative effects of COIVD according to the data of residential property 

transactions from HM Revenue & Customs there was a slight decrease between 2019-2021 

however the market recover in 2022  

Table 2: Residential property transactions. 
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Year Residential property 

transactions completed in the 

UK 

2018 to 2019  1,189,620  

2019 to 2020  1,174,360  

2020 to 2021  1,184,690  

2021 to 2022  1,370,240  

Source: Government national statistics 

This growth opens the opportunity for more investment and competition in this sector. 

For long time real estate and property agencies and brokers control the housing market and 

newspapers control advertising, however with the technology advancement online property 

platforms find their way into competition. 

 Unlike other type of businesses, the online real estate platforms are driven by low-cost model, 

economize and modernize marketing cost (Rowley, 2005) beside having low entry barriers, as 

establishing website do not required intensive investment or labor opposite to traditional 

property companies. The market creating more opportunities as home-hunters are using the 

internet as a major source of property information(Rowley, 2005). 

In the UK the first online portal was Rightmove and for long time until today its monopoly the 

market although now they are hundreds of housing website that compete against it (Zoopla, 

OnTheMarket, Nestoria and others). As the value and reputation of the platform depends on 

the attraction of users, and to direct them towards estate agencies listed on portal(Rowley, 

2005), hence estate agencies locked with Rightmove (as first in the market) was able to attract 

the majority of audience and therefore if agencies divert to new portal, they risk of losing access 

to those audience.  

During COVID online portals grows as they provide easier, safer access and better engagement 

to clients and agents as they display their offers online. The website traffic increased by 126%, 

from Q1 2021 to Q1 2020 (Bjorkqvist, 2022). 
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Figure 5 Website traffic - source Giosg market study 

Property platforms make browsing housing options in hand of users with one click hundreds 

of options displayed therefore no surprise when the majority of trafficking comes from mobile 

users. 

 

Figure 6 website traffic devices 
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Platforms success rely on users’ engagement therefore it is important to back any website or 

portal with app and virtual reality house tour to ease access for clients, while customizing the 

online dashboard for agent’s needs. 

Digital platforms also help real estate agencies reducing labour cost and time earlier staff 

should be hire to advertise and communicate offers to clients while now the 24 hours chatbot 

service available using AI and machine learning the chats and browsing history can be used to 

analysed what people looking for whether buy, sell home or property rent by understanding 

client’s preferences agents set plans early to meet demands. 

3.1 Competitors: 
For long time Rightmove monopoly for property portals and the company never face intensive 

competition until Zoopla founded in 2008 the second property website in the UK, however as 

of today Rightmove acquired 83% of the market share, Zoopla 10% leaving tens of portals 

competing for 7%. 

 

Figure 7 Market share source (Traffic): Seeking Alpha 

Looking at the graph below Zoopla seems to acquire some Rightmove agents however in terms 

of  
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Figure 8 UK property portal agent - Online market 

traffic (home- hunters) Rightmove is controlling the market. As most of home-hunters using 

Rightmove when agents migrate to Zoopla or other portals, they lose access to wide segment 

of the market. 

The company benefit from the advantage of being first in the market that linking property 

sellers with property buyers creating strong network effect that locked agent with Rightmove 

as leaving it is risk of losing access to large segment of customers. Rightmove exploited this 

advantage and increase its prices continuously. Many agencies around (18%) were not happy 

with the fees especially during COVID and they formed initiative called Say No To Rightmove 

to put pressure on company to cut the fees although the movement lost it momentum but some 

competitors like Zoopla try to attract unsatisfied agents by offering 9 month free listing for any 

agents quit Rightmove. The chart below showed the drop in number of agencies that advertise 

on Rightmove yearly downgraded as the company continue pressuring prices up. This drop 

beside agencies lobbies and is signaling that Rightmove facing extra competition and should 

consider restructuring fees or provide extra service.   
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Figure 9 Rightmove Advertisers 

Looking at technical assets and customers review Zoopla provide better experience however 

Rightmove have most properties listing which the main reason it has biggest share (Chapman, 

2021). 

 

 

Figure 10 Property Portal Comparison (Finch2021) 

According to (Chapman, 2021) although more property portals are entering the competition 

however as most of them provide similar services and features it’s very unlikely to compete 
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with Rightmove and Zoopla and better for portals like OTM and Boomin to merge in order to 

survive. 

4.Company background  
 Rightmove is a real state website that successfully in short term succeeded to be listed on 

FTSE100, the company founded in 2000 by four corporate estate agencies (Countrywide, 

Connells, Halifax and Royal and Sun Alliance), however overtime there was some changes on 

ownership of the company below table shows the current major shareholders, with top 10 share- 

 

Figure 11 Rightmove shareholders% source Rightmove 

holders own over 58% of shares in issue (Rightmove,2022), overtime there was no significant 

change only between 2017 and 2018 where seem to be USB Bank and Caledonia investment 

gave up their proportion to Kayne investment. The company have 886,387,616 shares including 

1,158,418 share held by employees (EBT- Employees’ Share Trust) and 12,480,472 shares 

held in Treasury and Share Incentive Plan SIP holding 787,000 as of 2021 financial year. 

The majority of Rightmove are investment and equity firms (financial institution), there is a 

small proportion of shares owned by corporates and individuals including company employees. 

The investors spread over wide geographical area with UK and US holding the biggest share. 
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Figure 12 Shareholder Geo 

Having mostly institutional shareholders with almost fixed percentages might indicate or show 

that Rightmove performing well in the long term as these equity firms are backed up with 

talented investment managers and different information sources enable them to decided 

profitable business to invest in, unlike retail investors whom mostly look for short term gains 

and do not have access to data sources.  

The company offer widest range of properties for sale out of all UK property portals, and its 

number one in term of website trafficking in the UK it’s mean agent who list their properties 

with Rightmove will be viewed by the largest segment of clients which create competitive 

advantage for the company. 

This competitive advantage gives Rightmove controls over the online listings market and had 

used its dominance to increase fees by double-digits each year (Elder, 2020). 

4.1 Strategy & Business Model 
Rightmove aim to make home movement easier by creating largest digital platform with 

thousands of property options. Rightmove like any platform that relies on networking effect 

(Figure 10) to operate, on one side agents and home developers (provide properties selections) 

and other side is home hunters while in the middle Rightmove (the intermediary) that promise 

consumers with easy and painless journey to find home and provide agencies with wider access 

to optional buyers, sellers and renters.  

52%38%

10%

Shareholders Geography 

UK US Rest of world
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Figure 13 Rightmove Network effect (Rightmove,2018) 

The circular networking effect implies more listing properties from agencies which attract more 

home hunters (traffic) and more traffic will encourage more agents to join, however all this 

relies on developing software that provide user friendly experience for visitors and efficiency 

for agencies. The company develop website and app that easily access through phone or 

desktop and provide different features like house price index, price comparison, property guide, 

virtual tour, mortgage calculator and other flexible browsing and searching options. 

 Rightmove has unique business model driven by its ability to achieve high profit with little 

capital investment. The company generates revenue from charging mostly agencies whom 

promote their properties to the website visitors (70 to 80% of total revenue) then through online 

advertisement and property data selling. 

The high revenue is a result of being first in market helped the company to create economic 

moat and then increase the fees, besides having a robust business model as revenue comes from 

subscription which is not correlated or linked to housing transaction volumes (insider.co.uk, 

2019) as the fees are fixed and paid Rightmove is protected from economic functions that affect 

housing market. Another featured of the business model is high profit and low capital 

investment  

5.Valuation and financial assessment    

5.1 Share price and EPS analysis  
Share prices do reflect the company’s fundamentals and market valuation for the company   

Rightmove has consistently outperformed the FTSE100 and real estate indices from 2017 to 

2021. The index impacted by Brexit vote 2016-2017 however the share price was gradually 

increasing in line with other indices in 2019 the performance improved after the company 

announce the acquisition of Van Mildert until COVID pandemic where it suffered a steep 
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downward trend and it quickly recovered in a V shape and peaked however the share reacted 

negatively to the news of the living cost and the economic recession in 2022. 

 

Figure 14 Share price Rightmove VS FTSE100 & Real Estate 

The long-term stock outperforming by large margin prove that the subscription model and 

economic moat helped Rightmove to grow and achieve profitability even during hard economic 

conditions. 

EPS 

Earnings per share is one of the basic and simple measures to asses company performance, 

Rightmove EPS was increasing consistency with the increase in earnings, only in 2020 as a 

result of COVID EPS fall by 36.9% as the revenue that fall by 36.57 after the quick recovery 

in 2021 and the increase in profit by 66.7% the EPS reach level higher than post pandemic. It 

worth to note that Rightmove share buyback scheme result in 6% decrease (2017 to 2021) in 

shares number which slightly also improved the EPS. 
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Figure 15 Rightmove EPS - source Annual report 

PE Ratio 

PE ratio which is a stock price divided by EPS it also defines how investors value the 

company’s stock compare to peers and expected higher returns from their investment, high PE 

is good however it also a signal of overvalued. The table below showed Rightmove PE for the 

last 5 years where the PE  

Year PE Ratio FTSE PE 

2017 29.00 22.49 

2018 24.43 11.66 

2019 32.51 15.39 

2020 51.79 17.55 

2021 37.35 14.86 

Table 3.Source CEIC Data and Eikon  

Ratio for the company higher than FTSE100 PE according to analysis performed by Yahoo in 

2019 Rightmove PE was also higher than the industry Average, with availability of cash and 

low borrowings the company has even more growth opportunity and the high PE is not a sign 

of overvaluation (Simply Wall St, 2019), moreover sometimes the reason behind stock 

overvaluation behavioral aspects as noise trading or investors sentiment more than fundamental 

analysis however most of Rightmove shareholder are credible institutions who conduct 

16.3
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research and have sophisticated tools to predict stock performance therefore it clear they have 

confidence and optimistic expectations on the company.     

Assessing the value shares versus glamour shares is out of PE ration ability however most 

scholars agreed that value shares will definitely beat and outperform glamour shares(Ghaeli, 

2017) hence as Rightmove outperformed over the long term it considered as value shares and 

it value is genuine.  

5.2 Ratio Analysis  
Profit margin: Rightmove have experienced a stable profit margin before pandemic that higher 

than their competitor Zoopla, in 2019 ZPG margin increased by 21% while Rightmove margin 

drop 

 

  

Figure 16 Profit margin (Bloomberg & Eikon) 

slightly, but still higher than industry average 25.7%. In 2019 liquidate its subsidiary Outside 

view which was acquire in 2016, the margin recover very quick after pandemic and this for 

two reasons first the revenue increased 5% from 2019 to 2021 (48% from 2020-2021)  another 

reason is the share based payment plans which deducted from underlying profit before 

calculating the margins, the plans were introduced in 2014 employees offered 500 shares as a 

gift on January 1st, 2018, and an additional 475 shares on December 21st, 2018 

2017: 500 1 pence shares (Rightmove,2018). 
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Year Zoopla Rightmove 

2017 58.71% 73.29% 

2018 59.73% 74.15% 
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Share based payment  

2018 

£000 

2019 

£000 

Share-based payments 4,320 4,911 

NI on share-based incentives  419 1,069 

Total 4,739 5,980 

Table 4 Share payment 

On the same time Rightmove administration cost increased from post pandemic this due to 

increase in employee benefit cost by more than 10% from post pandemic level. 

5.2.1 ROE& ROA 

Return on Equity and assets are measuring efficiency and both decreasing over the last 5 years 

giving an image that Rightmove is not utilizing it resources efficiently although the earnings 

were increasing. 

 

 

Figure 17 ROE & ROA (Eikon) 

Current and non-current assets have increased significantly, Rightmove is very liquid company 

as subscription payments paid in cash, the cash and cash equivalents grow by more than 92% 

over the 5 years. While noncurrent assets rise after the acquisition of Van Mildert with goodwill 

of £14,051,000. ROA is distorted measure as it can encourage managers not to invest in new 
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projects in order to smooth the ratio, Rightmove is growing and using it resources for 

generating profit and acquiring new assets. 

Return on Equity use the shareholder equity which include retained earnings as dominator, the 

company have buyback scheme resulted in shares reduction however in the last 5 years 

Rightmove retained earnings increased by 108.33% which distorted the ROE. 

From those ratios it seems Rightmove has cash and equity on the balance sheet is sufficient to 

cover cost but the company by holding this cash is missing investment opportunities, this fund 

could be use to expand in other regions or engage in more M & A activities as other online 

portals doing.   

5.2.2 Economic Value Added  

EVA as mentioned in the literature review part it has been introduced to avoid problems 

associated with traditional measures as in case of ROE and ROA that showed Rightmove as 

inefficient in managing available resources.     

 

 

Figure 18 EVA (Bloomberg) 

EVA reveal the financial performance using residual income and it is clear the Rightmove EVA 

was growing and only impacted during COVID but recover again in 2021 unlike ROE and 

ROA which are declining over all the period. 
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5.2.3 Capital structure and WACC 

Capital structure which the mixture of debt and equity used by company to finance its 

operations Rightmove works towards having lower or minimum borrowings and cover their 

operation from internal resources, Rightmove have low debt to equity ratio that’s less than 

industry Average   

Year/Ratio 

Indusrty 

Avg 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 

Debt/Equity 0.23  0.16 0.1 0.3 1.04 0 

 WACC N/A 15.12 10.22 7.37 10.01 8.69 

Capital Charge N/A 12.28 13.89 5.26 4.04 2.31 

Table 5 Ratios 

While WACC which determine the required interest or return rate was rising as the cost of 

capital was rising also. 

5.3 Dividends and buyback 
Rightmove has a policy of returning free cash to shareholders through share buyback 

programme and distribute dividend payments in line with increase in EPS and the capacity of 

retained earnings  (Annual report,2021) during COVID the company there was no dividends 

payment but the company was in healthy position to perform share buyback of £30,125,000 

and since 2008 459,375,838 shares have been purchased around  12,480,472 shares of 0.1p 

were held in treasury and the remainder were cancelled (Annual report, 2021). 

Total Shareholder Return (TSR) which measure the gain or decline in total shareholder returns, 

using share price movement (appreciation or depreciation), plus dividend(Burgman and Van 

Clieaf ,2012.) when comparing Rightmove TSR with FTESE 100 and 350 in the last 10 years 

Rightmove TSR significantly outperforming the indices and this because of the company 

policy to give back any surplus cash. 
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Figure 19 Total shareholder return– Annual report  

The graph below showed the cash retunted to shareholders from 2017 to 2021 

 

Figure 20 Cash returned - Annual report 2021 

5.3.1 Dividends pay-out ratio 

Which measure the amount of dividends paid as a percentage of earnings the fact that 2019 

was having lowest pay-out ratio because the company used the free cash to finance the 

acquisition of Van Mildert (net cash outflow £15.9m) (Annual report, 2019) 
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Figure 21 Dividends pay-out ratio (Bloomberg) 

6.Value creation 

6.1 Rappaport Model 
According to Rappaport (1998) the shareholder valued added is drive from sales growth, profit 

margins, taxation reduction, reduction in working capital investment and value growth or 

competitive advantage  

I will eliminate corporate tax rate as setting tax rates are out of managers control however to 

reduce tax burden on shareholders Rightmove introduced share buyback scheme along with 

cash dividends payment which increase the return for investors return.    

In terms of sales growth the company has stable growing revenue even during hardest 

economic conditions thanks to their sustainable subscription business model the company 

generates revenue from: 

➢ The Agency segment, which includes sale, letting and advertising services on the 

platforms in addition to tenant referencing and insurance  

➢ The New Homes segment, which give advertising services to housing associations and 

new home developers.  

➢ Third segment include overseas and commercial property advertising data services. 
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Year/Segment  2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 

Agency       74% 69% 72% 75% 76% 

New Homes       16% 20% 19% 17% 16% 

Other       10% 11% 8.5% --  7.6% 

Table 7 Sales segment  

Last year the revenue grew by 48%, the increased in revenue helped the company to increased 

free cash available and then management use it for dividends pay-out as mentioned earlier. 

 

Figure 22 Rightmove revenue 

During the pandemic the revenue declined by 83.6m as a result from the discounts the company 

offered to customers which was around £90m although the company categorized this a CSR 

activity but on same time the company did not provide financial support or discount to agents 

during hard time and the following increase the subscription fees which result in Say No to 

Rightmove, therefore I can not see evidence of CSR activities that  increase shareholder value 

it can be seen as apposite as around 18% join the lobby and some move to Zoopla this could 

potentially destroy shareholder value in that context. 

6.2 Innovation and human capital 
As software company the real value is generated from innovation and human capital, in terms 

of innovation Rightmove build a strong brand name in the market of property analytics the 
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company has been recognised for generating most accurate indices of housing in the UK. Using 

technology, the company offered accurate valuation tools. 

Scholars found that companies with excellent human capital create and achieve more 

shareholder value(Casalegno & Pellicelli, 2013) when it comes to innovative and hight tech 

companies the human capital is more important as the success of these companies relies on 

developing innovative tools regularly.   

Rightmove with less than 600 employees understand the value of it employees, the company 

measure employees satisfaction yearly, the highest cost for the company is employees benefit 

and it rise annually the company also provide share incentive schemes, it founded that share 

incentives boost performance. 

Company also offers training as it very important to stay up to date with latest technologies 

 

Figure 23 Training summary 

The company annually rise pay benefit as the financial incentive is very important to avoid 

staff turn over    

 

Figure 24 Employee benefit  
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6.3 M & A activities 

Rightmove has four subsidiaries as of December 2021  

 

Figure 25 Rightmove subsidiaries  

Beside the strong financial performance and market position the company involve in 

acquisitions activities in 2016 by acquiring “Outside View” which is predictive analytics 

company that apply machine learning and develop algorithms houses selling, potential sellers 

(Martlet, 2016) but liquidate it in 2018. Then in 2019 the company acquired Van Mildert 

Landlord and Tenant Protection Limited which is tenancy referencing provider. 

Van Mildert acquisition helped Rightmove to develop a new version of the tenant passport and 

developed a second phase which allows agents to simply and easily assess the property's 

affordability and suitability for customers, so they customize offers based on client’s 

preferences and financial profile this helps to save clients and agents’ time. 

After acquisition Van Mildert the reported gross assets of £3.3m revenues of £3.6m and profit 

before tax of £1.4m, 19% higher than before the deal (Manchester, 2019) 

After the deal Rightmove generated goodwill of £14,051,000 and also increased on it intangible 

assets from the recognition of The credit referencing software and customer relationship that 

acquire from Van Mildert.  

7. Conclusion  
The 5 years analysis showed that Rightmove have high and strong financial profile the 

company was able to build economic moat using subscription model and benefiting from the 

high number of its customers (No. in UK in terms of Traffic) which in its turn create circular 

networking effect as more traffic bring more agents and home developers resulting in more 

money and more value. On same time company dividends policy reduce agency cost and build 

trust. 

The only concern that the rising fees with competition might lead to agents loss. 
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